
The Economic Perspective 

 

The purpose of this class is to teach you the economic perspective on labor issues. Many 

of you already have extensive backgrounds in other fields with different approaches these 

topics—for example, industrial psychology, sociology, or accounting.  While those other 

approaches have much to offer, you should understand that this class is designed to teach the 

economic approach. Accordingly, your answers to homework and exam questions should reflect 

a point of view from economics rather than some other discipline—not because we think other 

disciplines are wrong, but because you are here to learn the economic approach. 

So what is this “economic perspective?” It has several characteristics: 

First, as you would imagine, economists generally stress the importance of things like 

prices, costs, the limited availability of resources and information, property rights, and 

regulations.  Unlike some other disciplines, things like psychology and interpersonal 

relationships are not discussed much.  For example, suppose that we observed that some worker 

received a raise.  An economist would not argue that the employer gave the raise in order to be 

“fair,” but she might argue that the raise was designed to reduce the value to the worker of 

looking for a different, higher-paying job.   In part, this difference simply reflects academic 

specialization—that is, if we think prices and so forth matter, then somebody should focus their 

attention on such factors, while someone else might focus their attention on psychology.  A 

related reason is that economists are often less concerned about the outcomes of specific 

individuals than they are about broader trends in the economy, as discussed below. 

Second, economists generally operate under the assumption that persons make the best 

decisions they can in light of their goals and whatever constraints they face. (This is often called 

the “rational actor” model of human behavior.) For instance, we generally believe that firms care 

only about making profits, and further that this goal of profit-maximization drives their decisions 

about how much to produce and how to produce it (for example, what combination of machines 

and labor to use). Similarly, consumers are said to purchase the most desirable combination of 

goods they can afford—according to whatever preferences they may have. In the labor context, 

we think workers decide how much to work based on the wage rate they can earn and their 

feelings about the relative values of free time and money.   



Third, the standard methodology of economics is to begin with a simple, abstract 

explanation for trends in the data.  We recognize that this explanation will not be able to account 

for some variation around the broad trends, but we usually think that the broad trends are 

important enough to merit our attention.  One might draw an analogy with meteorology.  

Meteorologists are pretty good at things like tracking weather systems and predicting the 

likelihood and possible quantity of precipitation, but they usually cannot give us much advanced 

information about whether there will be, for instance, more snowfall in Shorewood or Glendale 

between 10 PM and midnight. Still, there is much value in knowing that there is a good chance 

that up to six inches of snow will fall somewhere in the area. Analogously, no labor economist 

can perfectly forecast the career of a specific individual, yet they can provide a lot of useful 

information about things like (just to choose one example) the average amount by which 

attending college increases students’ future earnings, how that amount tends to vary with 

students’ major field of study and grade point average, and how it changes as employees get 

older and gain more experience on the job. 

Fourth, in many cases economists believe individuals and firms are price-takers—that is, 

that no one can charge a price above the going rate (or offer to pay a price below it) because no 

one would buy their product if they did. It is believed that many, even most, markets share this 

characteristic, and we call such markets competitive markets. Of course, we do recognize that not 

all markets are competitive; for example, in an industry with a single seller (a monopoly), that 

seller will indeed have some ability to set its own price.  Nevertheless, competitive markets are 

common enough that economists are generally wary of a theory in which, say, a firm names its 

own price.  Such a hypothesis usually will not be accepted unless it is explained why the firm has 

that power to set its own price in the first place. 


